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ASUS ROG Herculx Graphics Card Holder Universal Graphic card
holder

Brand : ASUS Product code: 90DA0020-B09000

Product name : ROG Herculx Graphics Card Holder

- Stand design is compatible with a variety of chassis and doesn’t occupy PCIe slots
- Offers a support height of 72-128 mm, delivering a strong, adaptable design
- An adjustable wheel and release button enable easy, toolless setup and removal
- Included spirit level simplifies setup
- Embedded 3D ARGB element is compatible with Aura Sync
The robust ROG Herculx Graphics Card Holder securely fortifies even the most powerful cards, plus
offers an easy-to-use design and extensive compatibility.
ASUS ROG Herculx Graphics Card Holder. Compatible chassis type: Universal, Type: Graphic card holder,
Material: Thermoplastic, Zinc. Cable length: 0.5 m, Width: 208 mm, Depth: 46 mm. Quantity per pack: 1
pc(s), Package width: 208 mm, Package depth: 92 mm

Features

Compatible chassis type * Universal
Type * Graphic card holder
Material Thermoplastic, Zinc
Product colour Black, Grey
Light colour Blue, Green, Red
Connector 1 3-pin Addressable RGB

Weight & dimensions

Cable length 0.5 m
Width 208 mm

Weight & dimensions

Depth 46 mm
Height 71 mm
Weight 183 g

Packaging data

Quantity per pack 1 pc(s)
Package width 208 mm
Package depth 92 mm
Package height 124 mm
Package weight 530 g
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